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App Control, Customization 
Made Easy
Schedule daylight cycle in palm of your 
hand.

Enhanced Brilliance

Functional upgrade

Special light cover design increases 

overall brightness by 35% - 55%.

Better Space Utilization
Automatically switch lights without installing 

additional timers, greatly improving space 

efficiency
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Automatically Memorize

Built-in memory, display your current 
setting after re-turning even when 
using a timer. 

Gradual Ramp UP & Down

Multi-intensity light with gradual ramp 
up and down design to protect human 
eyes.

Magnetically

MIST O+, with the magnet on the top 
side, can be attached to any cabinets, 
shelving, display cabinets by using an 
adhesive disc prepared by ONF.

Dimmable

Dim the light go from 25% to 50% to 
75% to 100% of the power, to 
support low to high light level plant 
growth.



支援系統

Android 8.0 - 12.0. 

Android

Apple
iOS 12.0 以上

支援廠牌： Apple / Samsung / 小米 / 紅
米 / 華為 / Oppo / Vivo Sony / Asus / 
Google / HTC

Smart Control for Optimal Care for Plant
Do plants grow better with more light? No!  However, the right and adequate 
spectrum is the key as plants need sufficient energy and moderate time for 
photosynthesis and metabolic rest. Via ONF Link, you can connect the lights 
and set five groups of personalized brightness and color temperature to 
advance the plants growth according to their needs and species.

Supported manufacturer brands include Apple/ Samsung/ Xiaomi
/Redmi/ Huawei/ Oppo/ Vivo/ Sony/ Asus/ Google/ HTCColor Temperature (CCT) Brightness

08:00~12:00
Brightness:60%
CCT:5500K

06:00~08:00
Brightness:20%
CCT:3250K

12:00~15:00
Brightness:100%
CCT:6000K

15:00~18:00
Brightness:50%
CCT:3750K

18:00~22:00
Brightness:10%
CCT:3000K

22:00~06:00
Brightness:0%



Finer color temperature variation, for you and your plants
ONF ColorFull LED, exclusively designed for plants,  

incorporates technology that provides the necessary growth spectra within the 2700K-7000K warm-to-cool color range. 

Whether in a bright office space or a cozy home environment, it offers harmonious lighting colors for plants to thrive.
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Packages

Clear Beige



88mm

27mm
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Color temperature

2700K ～ 7000K

Product weight
125 g   

Input voltage

DC 5V 2A

Power consumption

10W

Brightness

575 lm

Beam angle
110°

LED lifetime
50,000 hr

Colors
Beige/ Clear

Type C connector

Magnet
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Three steps to start your MIST O 

Open the ONF Link and click on Device 

12

Tap for 4-Level Dimming 

Long Press to Power On / Off

Tap for 3-Level Color 
Temperature Changing

1

2

Manual

1

2

3

Click on the right top +  to search

Plug in your MIST O⁺, connect it with app before 
the Bluetooth indicator light stop flashing. 

*If the Bluetooth indicator light stop flashing, 
please reboot.

Bottom Instruction Indicator lights
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Beige
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Clear



Website https://www.onf.com.tw

Facebook ONF Taiwan  

Instagram onf_lighting

Emai l support@onf.com.tw

Thank  You.

http://www.onf.com.tw/

